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Figure 2- Classic low-level temperature inversion

Figure 5 (left)- Counties highlighted in orange illustrate areas
where the general public is in need of assistance. Areas in red
illustrate counties that indviduals are in need of assistance
after the 1998 ice storm.

Figure 1- Moisture is uplifted until it reaches the
freezing level where it
turns to snow. The precipitation then falls and
through the warm front
causing the snow to melt
and from rain. Rain that
gets caught in strong
downdrafts can become
super cooled falling as
freezing rain.

Ice Storms are very remarkable and fascinating environmental events. Many factors must be just so in
order for these amazing natural occurrences to form.
Air temperature, pressure, humidity, as well as prevailing winds and air mass movements are all important in
the creation of these potentially damaging hazards. An
ice storm’s duration can last from a few hours to several days. This project looks into the delicate formation, impacts, and general response to ice storms –
specifically with the 1998 ice storm which took place
from January 5th to January 10th in a large part of
eastern Ontario, southwest Quebec, and the north
eastern United States.
For six days in January of 1998, freezing rain covered an extensive area including Ontario, Quebec,
New Brunswick, and parts of New York and England.
According to Environment Canada, more than 80 hours
of freezing rain totaling more than four inches in some
areas more than doubled the annual average rain fall.
The storm affected nearly 4 million people, leaving
them without power for more than a day, and 700,000
people remained without power three weeks after the
storm. Conservative estimates of damage costs
exceed one-half billion dollars from this storm. The ice
storm of 1998 directly affected more people in Canada
than any other previous weather event in recorded history.

Figure 3- Temperature
inversion chart.

The Storm of 1998

The formation of an ice storm relies entirely on the
storms ability to create conditions which produce freezing
rain. These conditions are very precise and if are not
just so, the freezing rain will alter its molecular state into
something more common, such as snow, sleet or simply
rain.
This delicate dance between air temperature and
moisture begins with the advancing of moist, warm air in
the form of a warm front. As this warm front smashes
into a mass of cold air it produces a classic vertical temperature inversion with warm air above cold. As the
warm air rises over the cold air it begins to cool and condense. When this condensed air reaches the upper
levels of the atmosphere it has now reached temperatures well below freezing (Figure 1), forming crystallized
ice which quickly grow into snowflakes. The snowflakes,
too heavy to stay in the atmosphere, fall to earth. At this
point, if the temperature of the air remains consistently
below freezing, the snow will fall to earth as snow. Nevertheless, if there is a warm enough and deep enough
layer of air the snow will melt and continue to the ground
as rain. For the raindrops to reach the ground as freezing rain they must be supercooled – where the temperature of a water droplet must drop below 0 C (32 F) without freezing. This temperature not constant, but is specific for each droplets size and particulate matter content. The thickness and temperature, as with the warm
air mass, is critical in the cold air mass for the formation
of freezing rain (Figure 2). If the cold air mass is too
thick or too cold it could alter the rain droplets into sleet
or ice pellets. If the cold air mass is too warm or too thin
the rain could continue to the ground as rain, and remain
that way unless it comes in contact with a surface temperature well below freezing.
For freezing rain to occur, warm air must be lifted,
cooled and crystallized into snowflakes. These snowflakes then fall to earth, but not before experiencing two
more temporal changes. The flakes will pass through a
warm layer of air that will melt them into rain droplets,
then finally pass through a cold layer of air that will need
to cool the droplets to freezing 0 C (32 F) without freezing them (Figure 3). Then and only then is freezing rain
produced. This fragile coordination of air temperatures
and moisture is critical for the creation of an ice storm.
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Formation of ice on branches causes trees to bend and
places excess stress on vulernable limbs.
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Figure 3 (above)- Freezing rain accumulations from January
4th to January 10th.
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Figure 4- The formation of the 1998 ice
storm. Notice how many warm moist airmasses from the Gulf of Mexico collided
with cold dry air from Canada resulting
in ice accumulating nearly three inches
thick in some areas.

A major storm and flood event struck northern New England and New York during the first two weeks of January
1998. Heavy rains associated with a warm moist air mass collided with a layer of cold air (Figure 3), producing ice accumulations in excess of three inches (Figure 4). The heavy
rainfall, exceeding four inches in some areas, combined with
runoff from the melting snow pack to produce record flooding.
There were more than 80 hours of freezing rain, which nearly
doubled the annual average. The freezing rain coated all outdoor surfaces and landforms with 3-4 inches of ice (Figure
4). It destroyed the electric power infrastructure, toppled
trees, collapsed outdoor canopies, and threatened many
lives.
Tens of thousands of trees were downed or severely damaged (Figure 5 &6). Agricultural losses exceeded one million
dollars as farmers were unable to electronically milk their
cows. Areas in Maine, New York, Vermont, and New Hampshire were declared federal disaster areas. Despite the severity of the storm, there were only seven fatalities in the
Northeastern United States.
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Figure 11-Ice Effect on
Powerlines.
Infrastructure damage due to freezing rain is one
of the largest concerns for communities prone to frequent ice storms. Overhead lines are conceivably hit
the hardest by ice storms (Figures 11&12). Hanging
wires can collect up to a 5 centimeter coating
adding up to 20 pounds per foot of extra weight.
This extra weight is what causes infrastructure failure. The combined forces of ice, wind and weight
cause failure in power lines at weak points as well
as cause towers to collapse to the ground under the
added stresses (Figure 13).
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Figure 7- Multiple large
branches in a tree generally
leads to more breakage; heavy
ice accumulation on a multibranched trunk may even
cause a tree to split in two.

Figure 10- Is
a graph that
shows the
stages of the
Black River
following the
Ice Storm of
1998.
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Figure 8- Shows Quebec’s transmission power
grid before the storm.

Figure 9 - Shows Quebec’s transmission power grid
afterthe storm. Red areas show damaged power
lines.

More than three million people in four states and two Canadian provinces were without electricity. Figures 7 and 8 map transmission lost throughout Quebec. In Maine, 80%
of the state’s population lost electricity for more than two weeks. Without electricity residents were forced to find alternative ways of heating their homes, pumping water, traveling, and communicating.

Consequences
Figure 12-Ice Effect
on Powerlines. The
heavy ice can cause
powerlines to fall
over.

Figure 6- Ice Sheets cover
agricultural products, locking in moisture and sealing
produce from the air.

Conclusion
Ice storms, though infrequent, can
be very deadly. The chances of experiencing an ice storm at peak destruction are slim, but that doesn’t rule out
their ever prevalent danger. Remaining informed and prepared for this,
and all environmental hazards is key
for survival.

Animals active in the winter months are also quite vulnerable to ice storms (Figure 14). Starvation is a large
problem because animals, specifically deer and cattle,
cannot get to food that has been covered with ice. Birds
who cannot find shelter during an ice storm might find their
feet frozen to whatever surface they perch on. Bird’s
wings also get covered in ice making flight an impossibility.
Ground bound animals may also see certain death because
frozen drifts enclose opening for escape.
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Figure 15-Iced Conifer.
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Figure 13-Ice Effect on
Power Structure.
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Figure 14-Ice Effect on livestock.

With such extreme weathering a record
crest was observed on the Black River at
Watertown, NY. The river crested two feet
above any previous record. Flooding exasperated relief efforts by forcing the evacuation of more than 1,000 homes and necessitating numerous road closures. Conservative damage estimates from this
storm approach one-half billion dollars in
the U.S.

As do overhanging power lines,
trees accumulate ice in great amounts
(Figure 15); conifers are more resistant
then deciduous trees because of evolutionary adaptations. Conifers have
great flexibility and a non-branching,
tapered shape which help them survive
heavy winters.

Figure 16-Iced Deciduous.

Deciduous trees, on the
other hand, are quite vulnerable to ice storms due to
their multiple large branches
and non-evolutionary assistance (Figure 16). Icing can
also suffocate plants by
sealing leaves from air with
ice sheets.

